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MULTILATERALS & EXTENDED- 

REACH DRILLING

Benjamin Butler, Halliburton

T
he first known multilateral well was drilled in Bash-

kiria, Russia, in 1953. It was a nine-branch well with 

barefoot laterals drilled by Alexander Grigoryan, a Rus-

sian drilling engineer. The well reportedly produced 17 

times more oil than offset wells in the field at 1.5 times 

the cost. While an additional 30 wells of this type were 

drilled, it was not until 1993 that the modern era of mul-

tilateral technology began. 

The nascent technology of directional drilling com-

bined with MWD (DDMWD) began to emerge in the 

industry at that time. This technology truly unlocked 

the economies that multilateral technology provided 

to well construction. With DDMWD, horizontal drill-

ing became manageable, and the ratio of reservoir 

section to top hole increased significantly. This greatly 

increased the value that could be recovered from a res-

ervoir, and the introduction of multilateral technology 

was a means to multiply this effect.

Challenges
While the promise of multilateral technology was con-

siderable, there were certainly challenges to overcome. 

The first was the construction of the junction itself. Var-

Unlocking production with  
multilateral wells

The combination of directional drilling and MWD technologies made horizontal drilling 

more manageable and wells more productive. 

The use of multilateral technologies enable operators to overcome surface footprint constraints. (Source: Halliburton)
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ious methods have been devised to provide mechanical 

support in a wellbore junction, including liner tiebacks, 

cemented washover systems and fully hydraulically iso-

lated systems. Many of the original construction meth-

ods of the late 1990s and early 2000s have since been 

retired, leaving a few systems to emerge as the most 

common and trusted techniques.

Another challenge to address was reliability. A well 

operation is not worth performing if it introduces 

an unacceptable risk to well deliverability. Like any 

emerging technology, many learnings were achieved 

during the first decade of multilateral well construction. 

Prototype systems were retired and stronger systems 

were refined. Ongoing continuous improvement began 

in all key elements of the technology, including equip-

ment designs, personnel competency development, 

operating procedures and project execution processes. 

Such processes include the design of service, equipment 

selection, manufacturing quality control, workshop 

assembly and wellsite installation. Because of this dis-

ciplined approach to service quality 

improvement and process adherence 

across the entire project life cycle, 

some service providers have improved 

their current execution success rate to 

better than 96%. 

The final challenge to overcome was 

efficiency. The value of adding a lateral 

to a well design is eliminated as the trips 

to achieve this begin to exceed the trips 

necessary to drill an entirely new well 

instead. The Technology Advancement 

of Multilaterals (TAML) Level 5 system 

was one of the early hydraulically iso-

lated junction systems. It was first used 

in 2000 and required six days of installa-

tion time (not including lateral drilling 

hours). More than 300 installations and 

18 years later, a typical junction of this 

type is installed in three days. 

Evolution

The scale and scope of wells also 

evolved as challenges were addressed. 

In 2000 the most common multilat-

eral installed in the North Sea was 

a TAML 5 dual-lateral well with an 

approximately 2,000-m (6,562-ft) 

screen in each branch and both legs 

commingling with no flow control 

or monitoring. Currently, trilateral 

TAML 5 wells are drilled featuring 5,700-m (18,701-

ft) autonomous inflow control device screens in each 

lateral, totaling up to 17,000 m (55,774 ft) measured 

depth (MD) of exposed reservoir for the well, and full-

suite intelligent completions to enable downhole flow 

control and monitoring of each leg. At the same time, 

a system installation reliability of more than 99% is 

consistently maintained.

A recent enhancement of multilateral wells combined 

with intelligent completions control of each lateral is 

the ability to intervene in each lateral through the com-

pletion. Historically, a multilateral well would feature 

intelligent completions or lateral intervention capabil-

ity but not both. By integrating intervention capability 

through the completion and the junction, the technical, 

economic and operational barriers of intervening in each 

lateral are removed. Operators can now inexpensively 

intervene, stimulate and run production logging tools 

into lateral zones as needed. By facilitating this access, far 

more flexibility is provided regarding maintaining and 
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optimizing production and ensuring life of well reliabil-

ity. This capability exists for dual-lateral, trilateral and 

greater, with each lateral having intelligent completions 

flow control and monitoring and full accessibility.

Applications 
Adding laterals to infill wells remains an increasingly 

common method of enhanced recovery in mature 

fields, particularly in recent years of depressed oil 

prices. The prospect of accessing unswept zones in a 

well-understood reservoir, without needing to add new 

infrastructure to the field, has proven economically 

attractive and effective in numerous projects in the Mid-

dle East, North Sea, Australia and Russia. This is gen-

erally performed using a slot recovery, the production 

casing section being redrilled and cased and multiple 

laterals placed off of that new casing. Alternatively, the 

new lateral can be added directly from the existing pro-

duction casing. This allows original lateral production 

to be retained and production from the new lateral tied 

back to the main bore. In some cases, the existing lower 

main bore is abandoned, and a conventional sidetrack 

is performed to create a new lower main bore reservoir 

section with an additional lateral above. In almost all of 

these brownfield applications, intelligent completions 

are implemented as a means of production optimiza-

tion with water or gas breakthrough. 

The infill lateral approach 

can be particularly econom-

ical during extended-reach 

drilling applications in which 

the costs to land casing at 

the reservoir are significant, 

and torque and drag might 

preclude exposing an eco-

nomically viable amount of 

reservoir with a single lateral. 

Often, a second lateral is 

necessary to reach that viable 

amount of exposure. A recent 

project of this type was com-

pleted with a TAML 5 junc-

tion landed at a depth more 

than 6,000 m (19,684 ft) MD. 

Multilateral wells are also 

fully compatible with frac-

turing operations, whether 

plug-and-perf (PNP), mul-

tistage or pinpoint stimula-

tion techniques. A TAML 

4 (cemented junction) 

dual-lateral well with PNP fractured legs was success-

fully delivered in North America recently. 

Modern multilateral technology has certainly matured 

as an accepted and efficient field development tech-

nique, having recorded more than 25 years of installa-

tion history and demonstrated reliability equivalent to 

conventional oilfield techniques. The current industry-

wide estimates for multilateral installations are

• Level 5: 400;

• Level 4: 600;

• Level 3: 600;

• Level 2: 10,000-plus; and

• Level 1: not tracked.

With multilateral technology being adopted for full-

field developments, there is sufficient evidence that 

recovery factors can be increased significantly through 

increased reservoir exposure and improved control.

Industry confidence in multilateral technology 

continues to increase, as evident through the num-

ber of operators from a diversity of geographies that 

have implemented multilateral completion methods 

during recent years. Largely driven by a challenging 

cost environment, operators are more compelled to 

achieve greater efficiency. Multilateral technology 

continues to deliver outstanding efficiency as well as 

provides a means of overcoming slot and surface 

footprint constraints. 
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Halliburton’s advanced completion systems incorporate multiple technologies, like autonomous inflow 

control device screens in each lateral and intelligent completions to enable downhole flow control 

and monitoring. (Source: Halliburton)
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